
Briefing on New Evidence of Aegean Pushbacks:

Between 2020-2022, former BVMN member organisations Josoor and Mare Liberum (and
other anonymous members) collected 14 testimonies of pushbacks in the Aegean from the
islands of Lesvos, Chios, Rhodos, Kos, Samos, and other areas of Greek territorial waters,
impacting 384 individuals. 13 of these testimonies (93%) involved minors, 12 (86%) reported
the use of violence, and all 14 (100%) recorded the theft and/or destruction of personal
belongings. Further evidence of these illegal operations can be found in two visual
investigations which verify events by analysing drone footage and videos taken by people on
the move during their pushbacks. In their testimonies, respondents have reported severe
beatings, the damaging of their boats and the motors before being left adrift at sea, the
creation of waves endangering their boat to sink, the theft of their belongings, and being left
adrift on inflatable rafts. Furthermore, several cases indicate a practice of indiscriminate
forced undressings of men, women and children, sexual harassment or assault, and people
being threatened with firearms.1 BVMN’s work with Forensic Architecture on the Aegean
Driftbacks Platform further geolocated and verified 1,018 incidents of asylum seekers being
abandoned at sea, impacting 27,464 people between 2020-2022. Incidents of pushbacks
have also been reported by Frontex officers themselves, as evidenced by Serious Incident
Reports, obtained by I Have Rights through Freedom of information requests.2

Aegean pushbacks, therefore, incorporate multiple severe fundamental rights violations
including of the right to life (Art. 2, ECHR) and the prohibition of torture and inhumane and
degrading treatment or punishment (Art. 3, ECHR), and result in forced returns without
individualised assessment, and collective expulsions with high risk of refoulement, making
them in violation of Article 18 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Directive
2013/32/EU, the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and Article 14
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Furthermore, leaving people adrift at sea
amounts to a violation of Article 3 and, given the conditions in Turkey, returns without
individualised assessment further constitutes a violation of Article 3.

These violations, proven yet again by last week’s NYT visual investigation of a pushback
operation - evidencing on-land apprehensions for the first time - have been matched with a
shrinking space for human rights monitors to report on these incidents and support people
on the move in accessing their fundamental rights. The two BVMN member organisations
who gathered 13 of the 14 documented testimonies in our database, Josoor and Mare
Liberum, have been forced to close in the last year due to criminalisation resulting in legal
cases against their members. Whilst violations continue, the capacity to carry out human
rights monitoring and advocate for the rights of those seeking asylum has substantially
diminished.

Frontex has had a key role to play in these operations. The OLAF report proved that Frontex
knew about Aegean pushbacks early on, and that they were consistently covered up, and

2 See Serious Incident Reports in Annex II
1 See testimonies in Annex I
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even financed by EU funds. In spite of the FRO’s recommendation to trigger Article 46 and
withdraw from Greece due to evidence of persistent and systematic human rights abuses in
his report to the Management Board, Frontex has retained its presence at both sea and land
borders in Greece. The latest visual evidence shows that human rights violations continue
unabated, despite promises made by the agency in January 2023 to end all illegal
pushbacks, while there are serious concerns over the FRO’s restricted access to operational
areas, documents and personnel for effective monitoring.

Border Violence Monitoring Network and I Have Rights recommend:

● Frontex triggers Article 46 and withdraws from Greece (both sea and land borders) in
the face of persistent and systematic fundamental rights violations

● The establishment of a truly independent border monitoring mechanism at all of the
EU’s external sea borders including:

○ The possibility for evidence to be submitted by CSOs
○ An alarm mechanism that can be triggered by people on the move in

situations where they feel their rights are in danger of being violated
○ Funding that is independent from the Member State in which it is operating
○ The mandate to trigger investigations at its own initiative

● The cessation of legal cases against Search and Rescue (SAR) actors in Greece
○ Namely the case against 33 NGO members

● Assure the implementation of Regulation 656/2014 and incorporated SAR
obligations, with an accountability mechanism that prevents its false implementation
in practice as well as its misinterpretation

https://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/frontex-scandal-classified-report-reveals-full-extent-of-cover-up-a-cd749d04-689d-4407-8939-9e1bf55175fd
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/14/world/europe/eu-greece-border-abuses.html
https://apnews.com/article/politics-european-union-europe-business-622c5a2a06c5f68c4ac26bd9205efd56
https://frontex.europa.eu/assets/Key_Documents/FRO_reports/The_Fundamental_Rights_Officer_Annual_Report_2021.pdf
https://www.euronews.com/2020/09/29/greek-police-accuse-33-ngo-members-of-helping-migrant-smugglers


Annex I: Testimonies

Date: Collecting
Organisation:

Location:

30/06/2022 Mare Liberum Sea between Lesvos and Izmir

01/12/2021 Mare Liberum Samos island

18/09/2021 Mare Liberum Samos island

24/08/2021 Anon Sea, 3 KM from Samos

27/01/2021 Josoor Chios island

03/12/2020 Josoor Lesvos island

19/11/2020 Mare Liberum Sea south of Lesvos

30/10/2020 Mare Liberum Sea near to Rohdos

24/08/2020 Josoor Sea near to Kos

19/08/2020 Josoor Sea near to Lesvos

27/07/2020 Josoor Rhodos island

11/07/2020 Josoor Sea near to Lesvos

05/06/2020 Josoor Sea near to Lesvos

03/06/2020 Josoor Lesvos island

https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/june-30-2022-0000-sea-between-lesvos-and-izmir/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/december-1-2021-0000-samos-greece/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/september-18-2021-1400-samos/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/august-24-2021-0530-in-the-aegean-sea-3-kilometres-from-samos-island/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/january-27-2021-2100-fener-adasi-turkey/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/december-3-2020-1200-lesvos/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/november-10-2020-0100-south-of-mytilene-left-at-sea-between-turkey-and-lesvos-39-043526-26-750051/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/october-30-2020-2130-aegean-sea-between-rhodes-and-marmaris-mugla/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/august-24-2020-0230-greek-waters-off-of-kos/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/august-19-2020-0400-greek-waters-off-of-skala-sikamineas-lesvos/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/july-27-2020-0000-rhodos/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/july-11-2020-0000-coast-off-lesvos/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/june-5-2020-1000-aegean-sea-lesvos-turkey/
https://borderviolence.eu/testimonies/june-3-2020-0200-lesvos-greece/
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